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Temperature dependence of surface-melting-induced faceting of surfaces vicinal to Pb(111)
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We present a medium-energy ion-scattering investigation of Pb surfaces with orientations in the [110]
zone vicinal to Pb (111),at high temperature. Both surfaces inclined towards the (110) orientation and
surfaces inclined towards the (001) orientation exhibit surface-melting-induced faceting. Faceting occurs
not only close to the bulk melting point, but over a range of temperatures extending at least from 589.6
K up to the bulk melting point (600.7 K). Just below the melting point, the dry facet orientation for vici-
nal surfaces inclined towards (110) is 3.1'+0.6', the dry facet orientation towards the (001) surface is

7.3' 0.8', and for both directions the melted facet orientation is approximately 14.5' with respect to the
(111)plane. Between 593.8 and 600.7 K, the observed dry facet orientations vary less than 3'. A model
calculation in terms of interfacial free energies is used to describe the facet orientations and their tem-

perature dependence. We relate our results to recent equilibrium shape observations of Pb crystallites.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface melting' and surface faceting ' are well-
known phenomena. Surface melting is the formation of a
liquidlike surface film at temperatures below the triple
point. Faceting is the decomposition of a macroscopic
surface orientation into a hill-and-valley structure of
different orientations. Recently, it has been shown that
the existence on a crystal of both melted and nonmelted
surface orientations gives rise to the combined
phenomenon: surface-melting-induced faceting. '

Surfaces prepared at low temperature with orientations
between a melting and nonmelting orientational range
decompose at high temperature into coexisting dry facets
and melted facets (Fig. 1). This decomposition is an
orientational phase separation similar to, e.g., the decom-
position of a binary mixture.

It was Nozieres who suggested that a range of surface
orientations between melted and nonmelted orientations
is unstable. ' With this, he explained the absence of a
range of surface orientations around the (111) facet on
the equilibrium shape of small Pb crystallites. '

Molecular-dynamics simulations by Bilalbego vie, Er-
colessi, and Tosatti also indicated that a coexistence of
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FTG. 1. Schematic picture of surface-melting-induced facet-
ing. The surface, with initial miscut angle 8 has decomposed
into dry and melted facets with orientations Od and 8, respec-
tively.

surface-melted and nonmelted orientations causes some
surface orientations to become unstable. ' In Ref. 13, a
surface vicinal to Pb(111) was simulated, which at high
temperature decomposed into two different surface orien-
tations, a crystalline or dry surface orientation and a
surface-melted orientation. The same behavior was ob-
served for vicinal surfaces of Au(111}.' The authors of
Refs. 13 and 14 suggested that surface-melting-induced
orientational phase separation also occurs for macroscop-
ic surfaces. The ion-scattering measurements presented
in Ref. 15 have revealed that a range of surfaces
misoriented with respect to the nonmelting Pb(111) orien-
tation, toward the strongly melting (110) orientation,
indeed exhibits surface-melting-induced faceting. At a
temperature just below the bulk melting point ( T —0.05
K), the measured ion intensities were shown to be a linear
superposition of the signals from dry and melted parts of
the surface.

In this paper we present a more extended medium-
energy ion-scattering (MEIS) study for surface orienta-
tions in the [110]zone vicinal to Pb(111). The measure-
ments show that miscuts towards the (001} orientation
also result in surface-melting-induced faceting, albeit
with facet orientations different from those for miscuts
toward (110). In addition, we demonstrate that the facet-
ing phenomenon is not restricted to temperatures close to
T; at 10 K below T the measurements are still indica-
tive of faceting, the facet orientations being almost the
same as at higher temperatures. In Sec. II we introduce
the thermodynamics of surface melting in terms of inter-
facial free energies, and we explain how the orientation
dependence of these energies gives rise to surface-
melting-induced faceting. Section III describes the appli-
cation of MEIS to a surface which has decomposed into
coexisting dry and melted facets. The procedure of
analysis of the measured energy spectra is described in
Sec. IV, and the results of the analysis, i.e., the measured
orientations of the stable dry and melted facets, are
presented in Sec. V. Using low-temperature measure-
ments of the surface free energy of Pb, we predict the
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facet orientations and their temperature dependence in
Sec. VI. The results of our calculation agree with the ex-
perimental results. In Sec. VII we discuss the high-
temperature equilibrium shapes reported for Pb (Refs. 17
and 18) in terms of surface-melting-induced faceting.
Other work related to the surface-melting-induced facet-
ing of surfaces vicinal to Pb(111) is discussed in Sec. VIII.

II. SURFACE-MELTING-INDUCED FACETING

Surface melting has been observed on many surfaces of,
e.g., metals and noble-gas crystals. ' On these surfaces
a liquidlike film forms which diverges in thickness as the
temperature approaches the bulk melting temperature
T . If we do not allow any faceting, we can predict
whether or not a given crystal face melts on the basis of
the difference in the Gibbs free energy at T between the
dry surface and the surface covered by a macroscopically
thick liquidlike film,

where y,„,y,&, and y» are the free energies of the solid-
vapor, solid-liquid, and liquid-vapor interfaces, respec-
tively. The occurrence of surface melting depends on
surface orientation through the orientation dependence
of the free-energy difference by(8}. For the melting sur-
faces by(O~) is positive, whereas it is negative for close-
packed surfaces such as Pb(111) and Al(111), which do
not melt. ' ' ' Recent experiments have shown that the
sign of b,y(8) does not account for all surface-melting
phenomena. First, measurements on Pb(001) (Ref. 20)
and Ge(111) (Ref. 21) have demonstrated that these sur-
faces exhibit incomplete melting. They develop a disor-
dered film with a thickness which remains finite up to the
highest temperatures. The incomplete melting of these
surfaces results from layering or metallization effects.
Second, for certain vicinal orientations between melting
and nonmelting orientational ranges, it is not sufhcient to
consider the surface free energies for each orientation
separately. ' One has to take into account the surface
free energies for all surrounding orientations as well. In
an earlier analysis of the melting of Pb surfaces, it was
implicitly assumed that a macroscopic surface retains its
orientation down to the atomic scale. In the following
paragraph we show that this assumption is not justified.
For some surface orientations it is energetically favorable
to break up into a collection of dry and melted facets
with other orientations (Fig. 1), despite the fact that this
faceting enlarges the total surface area.

In general, faceting occurs when the so-called P plot of
the surface free energy exhibits a concave region. ' In a
P plot, the surface free energy is expressed per unit area
projected on a reference plane, in order to account for the
energy cost of creating extra area by changing the local
surface slope. The projected energy is plotted as a func-
tion of the surface slope. When the P plot contains a con-
cave region, a range of orientations is unstable and sur-
faces with an orientation in this range phase separate into
two (or three) stable facets. The orientations of the stable
facets are determined by a double-tangent construc-
tion, ' which is analogous to the classic Maxwell con-
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FIG. 2. P plot of the normalized surface free energies (Refs. 2
and 31) as a function of surface slope, tan(8), around Pb(111) at
T . The dash-dotted curve shows the free energy

y,„(8)/cos(8)y,'„""for dry surfaces, and the dashed curve the
sum j[y,~(O)+y,„]/cos(e)jy,'„""for melted surfaces at the
melting point. The energies have been expressed per unit area
projected on the (111) plane by the division by cos(0). Both
curves have been normalized to the energy y,'„'"'for the dry
(111) orientation. The double-tangent construction, indicated
by the two solid-line segments, indicates that all orientations
with miscut angles between 0 + and 0 + (or between 8„and

m

0 ) lower their free energy by decomposing into the dry

orientation 0 + (or 8„)and the surface-melted orientation

0 +(orO ).

struction. Usually, faceting is a low-temperature
phenomenon which is caused by, e.g, the presence of ad-
sorbates ' which favor particular crystal faces, or the
existence of surface reconstructions which lower the free
energy of particular orientations. "' ' By contrast,
surface-melting-induced faceting occurs at high tempera-
tures.

Nozieres was the first to realize that the phenomenon
of surface melting causes certain surface orientations to
become unstable. ' Figure 2 is a P plot of the orientation
dependence of the free energy for dry surfaces (dash-
dotted curve) and that for melted surfaces (dashed curve)
in the vicinity of the nonmelting Pb(111) orientation at
the bulk melting temperature T (see also Sec. VI). The
lowest-energy choice seems to be the dry state for orien-
tations close to (111)and the melted state for orientations
beyond the intersection of the two energy curves. How-
ever, the crossing leads to effectively concave sections in
the lowest-energy curve. The concavity was used by
Nozieres to explain qualitatively the absence of a range of
surface orientations on the equilibrium shape of small Pb
crystallites which had been measured by Heyraud and
Metois. ' Nozieres did not discuss macroscopic surfaces.
The instability of certain orientations on the equilibrium
shape implies that a macroscopic surface prepared with
such an orientation should lower its energy by faceting:
surface-melting-induced faceting.

The double-tangent lines in Fig. 2 identify two ranges
of unstable surface orientations: between 8„+and 8 +,
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and between 8„and8 . A macroscopic surface with
an orientation 8 in one of these two ranges should exhib-
it surface-melting-induced faceting into a hill-and-valley
structure of dry facets with orientation 8d and melted
facets with orientation 8 . The fraction of projected
surface area which is melted, F, and the fraction which
is dry, 1 —F, are given by the lever rule

tan(8) =F~ tan(8 )+(1 I' —) tan(8 } . (2)

This lever rule expresses the condition that the average
slope of the macroscopic surface remains tan(8).

The hill-and-valley structure is fully equilibrated only
when the entire surface has rearranged into two large
facets: one dry and one melted facet. In practice, the
size of the facets is limited by diffusion kinetics. Further-
more, impurities and crystal defects may pin the facet
edges.

III. MEIS APPLIED TO
SURFACE-MELTING-INDUCED FACETING

[&a&]

The sample was a cylindrically shaped Pb crystal (di-
mensions 12 X 12 X 5 mm } exposing a range of orienta-
tions in the [110]zone vicinal to the (111) face (Fig. 3).
We define the vicinal orientation angles 8 with respect to
the (ill) plane, such that 8 is negative for vicinal sur-
faces with a miscut toward the (001}face, and positive for
surfaces with a miscut toward (110). ' For details con-
cerning the sample preparation and the temperature con-
trol, we refer to Ref. 2.

The technique of medium-energy ion scattering (MEIS)
and its application to surface melting have been described
in detail in Refs. 3 and 29. Here we discuss how surface-
melting-induced faceting was observed with MEIS. A
75.6-keV proton beam was aligned with the [101]axis of
the crystal, and backscattered protons were detected
along the [121] direction (Fig. 3). By translating the

crystal normal to the scattering plane, we could explore a
range of surface orientations under identical conditions
of preparation, temperature, and scattering geometry.
The backscattered protons were counted as a function of
their energy with a resolution of 300 eV. In our scatter-
ing geometry, this energy resolution corresponds to a
depth resolution of 7 A [the electronic stopping power
for 75.6-keV protons in Pb is 42.7 eV per 10'
atoms cm (Ref. 30)].

The shadowing and blocking effects in this aligned
geometry allow a direct distinction between a crystalline
(dry) surface and a disordered (melted) surface film. For
a dry surface, the energy spectrum shows a narrow peak
at high energy, containing the scattering signal of the
outermost monolayers. Atoms in deeper layers are hid-
den in the shadow of the ordered surface layers and
therefore contribute only a low backscattered intensity at
energies below the surface peak. This is illustrated by
Fig. 4, which displays the energy spectra obtained at
room temperature. At room temperature, all Pb surface
orientations are crystalline. Hence all the energy spectra
are alike. There is a slight increase in the area of the sur-
face peak in the energy spectrum, i.e., of the number of
atoms per unit area visible to proton beam and detector,
with increasing miscut angle. The same effect has been
observed for surfaces vicinal to Pb(001), and it is prob-
ably due to a relaxation of step atoms. By contrast, at
high temperatures, the measured energy spectra show a
strong variation with surface orientation. Figure 5(a)
displays energy spectra of protons backscattered from a
range of vicinal surfaces at a temperature of 600.65 K.
The Pb(111) surface is crystalline up to T (600.7 K); its
energy spectrum [Fig. 5(a), open diamonds] shows a nar-
row peak at high energy containing the scattering signal
of the outermost three monolayers. A miscut angle of
19.2' with respect to the (111) face results in quite a
different spectrum (open triangles}. At high energies the
backscattered yield is constant at the value expected for
disordered Pb, over an energy range corresponding to a
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FIG. 3. The shadowing and blocking geometry in the {111)
scattering plane of a cylindrical single crystal of Pb. The crystal
exposes a range of surface orientations around the (111)orienta-
tion. Surfaces with a positive orientation angle 0 are rniscut,
with respect to (111),toward the (110) orientation, whereas sur-
faces with a negative 0 are oriented toward (001).
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FIG. 4. Energy spectra obtained at room temperature in the
scattering geometry of Fig. 3, for difterent surface orientations
O. The backscattering yield has been normalized to the random
height.
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melted film with a thickness of approximately 1.7 nm. In
the crystalline interior below this melted surface film, i.e.,
at lower backscattered energies, the shadowing and
blocking effects rapidly reduce the proton yield.

The shapes of the energy spectra obtained for miscut
angles of 6.0', 9.1', and 12.3 are again completely
difFerent [Fig. 5(a)]. They resemble neither the sharp
peak expected for a dry surface nor the shape expected

Depth (nrn}
4 2

1.0—

for a surface covered with a melted film of uniform thick-
ness. The energy spectrum expected for a vicinal orienta-
tion which has decomposed into coexisting dry and melt-
ed facets (Fig. 1} is a linear combination of the spectrum
for a melted surface and the spectrum for a dry surface.
Figure 5(b} illustrates that the spectrum obtained for the
9. 1 vicinal surface at 600.65 K is indeed a linear com-
bination of a narrow spectrum, typical of a dry surface,
and a broad spectrum typical of a melted surface. The
dashed curve in Fig. 5(b) indicates what the energy spec-
trum of the 9.1' vicinal orientation would look like if that
surface were covered with a continuous liquidlike film.
Indeed, the linear combination (center solid curve) of
50% of the 2.9' spectrum and 50% of the 15.7' spectrum
fits the 9.1' data much better than the dashed curve.
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS
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FIG. 5. (a) Energy spectra of protons backscattered from
Pb(111), and vicinal surfaces with miscut angles toward (110)
measured at 600.65 K. On their way through the Pb, the pro-
tons lose energy due to the electronic stopping (Ref. 30). The
energy loss is proportional to the path length and thus to the
depth from which the protons are backscattered. The depth
scale is indicated at the top of the figure. The backscattered in-
tensities have been normalized to yield a value of 1.0 for a melt-
ed film. The figure shows spectra obtained on Pb(111) (Q) and
on surfaces with miscut angles of 6.0 (~ ), 9. 1 (o ), 12.&' (*),
and 19.2 (6). The solid curves serve to guide the eye. The
peak shapes indicate that the (111) surface is dry and that the
19.2'-vicinal surface is covered with a melted film of approxi-
mately 1.7 nm. The other three orientations are faceted. (b) En-
ergy spectra for the (predominantly) dry 2.9 (~ ), melted 15.7'
(A ), and faceted 9.1' (O ) orientations at 600.65 K. The dashed
curve is the expected spectrum shape if the 9.1 vicinal surface
were covered with a continuous liquidlike film. The middle
solid curve is a linear combination of 50% of the 2.9 and 50%
of the 15.7 spectrum, illustrating that the 9.1' surface consists
of coexisting dry and melted facets.

tan(S+ 19.5 ) =F tan(S + 19.5')

+(1 F)tan(8d+19. 5—) . (3)

F increases linearly in tan(O+ 19.5'), from 0 to 1, for 8
running from Od to 0 . It is easily verified that for all
combinations of 8&,„and 8h; h with ~8& ~

& ~8t,„~
& (Sh;s„)& (8 (, the fraction Fh;sh also increases linearly
in tan(8+19. 5 ) from 0 to 1, when 8 runs from 8&, to

In this section we describe how the facet orientations
8 +, 8„,8 +, and 8 are obtained from the mea-

sured energy spectra. We start by demonstrating the
adopted procedure for spectra obtained for surfaces with
a positive miscut angle at 600.65 K. We have measured
energy spectra for vicinal surfaces with orientation angles
of 0.0', 2.9', 6.0', 9.1', 12.3', 15.7', and 19.2' (Fig. 5).
We fit each energy spectrum, measured for orientation 8,
by all linear combinations of two spectra measured for
orientations St,„and 8»sh, with ~8&,„~& ~8~ & ~8h; h~.

For each combination of 8&,„and8h;zh, the best fit to the
spectrum for orientation 8 is obtained for a fraction Fh;~h
of the Sh;s„spectrum and a fraction (1—Fh;s„)of the
S„„spectrum.In Fig. 6 the obtained fractions Fh;sh (cir-
cles} have been plotted as a function of tan(O" + 19.5'},for
all possible combinations of 8&,„and8h;zh. The statisti-
cal error in the fit results is smaller than the size of the
plotting symbols. The statistical accuracy is determined
by the number of counts in the individual energy spectra
and by the magnitude of the difference between the low-(8„„)and high-angle (8„;s„)spectra. For a surface with
orientation 8 which has decomposed into melted facets
with orientation 8 and dry facets with orientation 8d,
the fractions of melted and dry areas are dictated by the
lever rule [Eq. (2)]. As a result, the fraction F of the
melted energy spectrum in the spectrum for a faceted vi-
cinal is also dictated by this lever rule. In our scattering
geometry, the number of visible atoms is measured per
unit area projected onto the (112) plane, which makes an
angle of 19.5' with the (111)plane (Fig. 7). Therefore, we
use the (112) orientation as a reference plane. Hence the
lever rule, i.e., the condition that the average surface
orientation remains equal to the initial miscut angle 8, is
given by
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FIG. 6. Results of fitting the energy spectra measured at
600.65 K for positive miscut angles by a linear combination of
two other spectra. For each combination of 8&,„and8h;gh (one
panel in the table) the best fits to the spectra for orientations 8
between those angles are obtained for the fractions Fh;,h (solid
circles) of the high-angle spectrum. The open circles indicate
the trivial result of Fh'gh 0 for 8=8&,„,and Fh,g„=1 for
8=8h;gh. The fractions for each combination of 8&,„and8h;gh
have been plotted as a function of tan(8+19. 5') (see text and
Fig. 7), on a scale ranging from tan(0'+ 19.5') to
tan(19. 2'+19.5'). Spectra have been measured for 0.0', 2.9',
6.0', 9.1, 12.3', 15.7', and 19.2', corresponding to the tick
marks on the horizontal axes. The geometrical condition [Eq.
(3)] is indicated by the dashed straight lines. The solid straight
lines are fits to the fractions obtained for orientations within the
range of surface-melting-induced faceting. The arrows pointing
up locate the orientation of the stable dry facets 8d, and the ar-
rows pointing down locate the orientation of the melted facets
8 . The shading of the panels with 8~,„=0.0' and 8htgh 15 7'
is discussed in the text.

8h;~h. We find O„simply by decreasing 8&,„until the

required linearity no longer holds. Similarly, 0 + is ob-

tained by increasing 8h;zh until the linearity is again
violated. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6. In each
panel, the dashed line is the linear behavior expected
from the lever rule [Eq. (3)]. For 2.9' ~ 8&,

„

&8„;„~12.3 (three panels in the center) the fractions

Fh;zh agree very well with this expected linearity. All sur-
faces with orientations in this range can be described as a
linear combination of two other surfaces in this range.
For 81,„=0.0' and 8h; h

~ 12.3' (horizontal row of shad-
ed panels), all fractions Ft,; h are too low with respect to
the dashed line. This implies that 8„+is between 0.0'

and 2.9'. In fact, the fractions in the panels in the top
row follow alternative (solid) straight lines, which all ex-
trapolate to Fh; h=0 at 8=2' (arrows pointing up). We
conclude that 8„+=2.0'+0.9'. In the same way we

determine 8 . For 8h,sh=15. 7' and 81,„&2.9' (verti-

cal shaded column), all fractions I'h;sh are too high with
respect to the dashed lines. From this we know that 8 +

lies between 12.3' and 15.7'. For 8h;~h=15. 7', the frac-
tions follow the (solid) straight lines, which all extrapo-
late to F„;h =1 at 8= 14.5' (arrows pointing down). We
conclude that 8 + =14.5'+0.9'. The error margins in

m

the orientations 8 + and 8 + result from the statistical
d m

accuracy of the fits and from the precision of our calibra-
tion of the probed surface orientation as a function of the
beam position on the crystal. %e estimate the latter to be
+0.8'.

The method for finding Od and 8 in the region with
miscut angles toward (001) or at another temperature is
the same as the one described above. As a second exam-
ple, Fig. 8 displays the results from fitting the energy
spectra which were obtained at 593.8 K for surfaces with
orientations —3.0', —5.8', —8.7', —11.5', and —14.3'.
The statistical error in these fit results, indicated by the
vertical bars, is larger than for the results at 600.65 K be-
cause the differences between the spectra for di8'erent
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FIG. 7. Illustration of the lever rule [Eq. {3)], which
expresses that the average orientation of a faceted surface is
fixed. Indicated are the fraction of melted surface area project-
ed on the (112) plane, F, and the fraction of dry surface area
projected on the (112) plane, 1 —F . In the fitting of the MEIS
spectra this is the relevant projection, since the scattering plane
was perpendicular to the (112)plane.

FIG. 8. Results from fitting the energy spectra measured at
593.8 K for negative miscut angles. The layout of this figure

corresponds to that of Fig. 6. Spectra have been measured for
—3.0', —5.8', —8.7', —11.5, and —14.3. The geometrical
condition is again indicated by the dashed straight line. The er-
ror bars depict the statistical accuracy in the fractions F&;gh ob-

tained from fitting the energy spectra with each other.
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orientations are smaller at lower temperature. The frac-
tion obtained by fitting the —11.5' spectrum with a linear
combination of the spectra measured for 8& = 8.7'
and 8h;sh= —14.3' (lower right panel), agrees with the
linearity imposed by the condition that the average sur-
face orientation has to be maintained [dashed line; see
Eq. (3)]. For 8« = —3.0 (horizontal top row of panels)
the linearity which is predicted for all combinations of
8»„and 8»,h, if I8d I

~ 18»„l& I8»,hl
~ I8 I

is ~l~~~ly
violated. This implies that for vicinal surfaces with nega-
tive miscut angles at T =593.8 K, the orientation of the
dry facet, 8d, has a miscut angle of more than 3.0' with

respect to the (111}plane. The fit results obtained with
8«„=—5.8' (shaded panels) lie below the straight line
predicted by Eq. (3), suggesting that even —5.8' is out-
side the orientation region where surface-melting-induced
faceting occurs. By again extrapolating the alternative
(solid) straight lines which follow from the fractions F
we find 8d = —8.2'+1.4'. Figure 8 shows that the

range of vicinal orientations with negative miscut angles
which has been measured at 593.8 K is not wide enough
to determine 8 . For the magnitude of 8, we can
only give a lower limit: 8 ~ —14.3'+0.8'.

V. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE FACETING

The results of the analysis of the entire data set are
plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 9. The solid
and dashed curves in this figure are discussed in Sec. VI.

The open symbols depict the values obtained for 8d, the
solid symbols are the results for 8 . For some cases,
only upper or lower limits for the facet orientations could
be determined. In those cases the plotting symbols
represent the limiting values and they are marked by
dashed error bars. At 589.6 K, we investigated a range of
orientations, —16' to +15', that was not wide enough to
yield other than lower limits for 8 + and 8 +, and

upper limits for 8„and8 . At still lower tempera-

tures, the number of investigated orientations between
—30' and +30' was very low, so that we cannot deter-
mine the facet orientations from the fitting results. For
580 and 585 K, we can only conclude from the data that
if surface-melting-induced faceting occurs, it takes place
in the indicated angular ranges.

Figure 9 demonstrates that surface melting induces
faceting, not only close to the melting point but over an
appreciable temperature range, which runs at least from
589.6 to 600.65 K. At all these temperatures, a range of
nonmelting orientations around (111} remains stable
against faceting. The temperature dependence of the dry
facet orientations is rather weak. Despite the large error
bars, the data show that between 593.8 K and T the dry
facet orientations are constant within 3' for both miscut
directions. Since the temperature dependence of the facet
orientations is so weak, we average the facet angles for
the three highest experimental temperatures, 599.1,
600.3, and 600.65 K, in order to obtain accurate values
for the facet angles close to the melting point. We obtain
8„+(T)=3.1'+0.6', 8 (T )= —7.3' 0.8', 8 +(T )

=14.7'+1.4' and 0" (T )= —14.5'+1.2'.
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FIG. 9. Experimentally determined facet orientation angles
as a function of temperature. The triangles are the results for
vicinals with a miscut toward the (110) orientation, the circles
for vicinals with a miscut toward the (001) orientation. Open
symbols depict the dry facet orientations, solid symbols the
melted facet orientations. Dashed error bars indicate that the
depicted angle is either a lower or an upper limit for the facet
orientation. The curves are part of the model-calculation re-
sults of Sec. VI (see Fig. 11). The dashed curves correspond to
the predictions for the dry facet angles, the solid curves to those
for the melted facet angles. The shading around these curves in-
dicates the estimated accuracy of the model.

VI. MODEL CALCULATION OF THE FACETING

In this section we calculate the temperature depen-
dence of the facet orientations 8 +, 8, 8 +, and

8 . To this end, we make use of the orientation depen-
m

dence of the free energy for dry Pb surfaces, which has
been determined from the equilibrium shape of small Pb
particles. ' We calculate the temperature dependence of
the effective free energy for melted surfaces using a Lan-
dau model, and apply the double-tangent construction
to the free energies for dry and melted surfaces to deter-
mine the stable facet orientations 8d and 8 . Finally,
the calculation results are compared to our experimental
results for the facet orientations as a function of tempera-
ture.

Figure 2 shows the P plot of the relative interfacial free
energies for Pb at the bulk melting temperature, normal-
ized to the free energy for the dry (111) surface, y,'„"".
The dash-dotted curve y,„(8)/cos(8)y',„"",is the nor-
malized free energy for the solid-vapor interface, and the
dashed curve [y,&(O)+y&„]/cos(8)y',„"",is the normal-
ized energy for melted surfaces, which, for large film
thicknesses, is equal to the sum of the free energy for the
solid-liquid interface and the free energy for the liquid-
vapor interface. y,„(8}/y,'„""has been determined from
equilibrium shape measurements by Heyraud and
Metois ' at 473 K. At higher temperatures,
y,„(8)/y,'„""is not accessible via equilibrium shape mea-
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surements because some Pb surface orientations start to
melt around 500 K. ' We assume that the orientation
dependence of y,„(S)/yI„""remains unchanged between
473 K and T . For [y»(8)+y&„j/y,'„"",we use the re-
sults of Ref. 2, where the best fit to measured melted-film
thicknesses was obtained for yI„=0.501 J/m, with the
assumption y»(8) =O. ly,„(8),and for a fixed choice for

y,„(T ) of 0.544 J/m
In order to predict the temperature dependence of the

facet orientations Sd and 8, we have to know the tem-
perature dependence of the difFerences between the sur-
face free energies. We start with the expression, obtained
from Landau theory, 5 for the effective surface free energy
of a melted surface. The effective free energy y»„(S,T)
per unit area of a surface with orientation 8, wetted by a
liquidlike film with N positionally disordered atoms per
unit area at temperature T, is, in the limit of large N,
given by

y,i„(N,S,T)=y»(8)+yi„+NL (1—T/T )

+5 (0")e (4)

where L =7.93X10 ' J is the latent heat of melting
per atom, and No=p, g/2 is a characteristic decay con-
stant which depends on the correlation length within the
liquid phase, g, and the atomic density in the liquid, p, .
The values obtained for No in previous experiments are
0.73, 0.95, and 0.98X10' cm . We choose an average

I

T hy(S)¹q(8, T) =No ln
0 m m

(5)

Substituting this equilibrium film thickness into Eq. (4},
and using the assumption y»(8) =O. ly,„(8),we arrive at
the effective free energy for melted surfaces as a function
of temperature:

of %0=0.9X10' cm . The third term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (4) represents the energy associated with
the undercooling of a liquid film to a temperature below
the melting point. The undercooling energy is responsi-
ble for the temperature dependence of y,&„(N,S,T)
First, for fixed X, the undercooling energy increases
linearly with decreasing temperature, and, second, it
makes the thickness of the liquidlike film a function of
temperature. The fourth term in Eq. (4) contains the ex-
cess interfacial free energy b,y(8) [see Eq. (1)],multiplied
by a correction factor which accounts for the fact that
the liquidlike film has a finite thickness at temperatures
below T . In Eq. (4) we have neglected the entropic con-
tributions to the temperature dependence of y,„(e),
y»(8), and y~„(seealso Sec. VIII).

The equilibrium melted-film thickness as a function of
temperature and surface orientation, N'q( T,8 ), is ob-
tained by minimizing Eq. (4) with respect to the number
of positionally disordered atoms per unit area, N. This
yields the following expression for the growth of the
melted surface film

y»„(8,T)=0.1y,„(8)+yi„+NOL (1—T/T ) ~ 1+ ln
T hy(8)

NOL (T —T)
(6)

For each T & T, the facet orientations 8 +, 8,8 +,
and 8, are obtained from the double-tangent construc-
tion in the P plot of y,„(S)and y»„(8,T). Mathematical-
ly, the double-tangent construction is expressed by the
following differential equations:

y„„(e,T) y,„(ed)

cos(8 ) cos(ed )

B(y,„(e)/cos(8))= [ tan(8 „)—tan(8, ) I stan 8
(7)

a(},„(e)/cos(e)) a() „„(8,T)/cos(e))
stan(O} ed stan(8)

One could parametrize the orientation dependence of
y,„(8)measured for Pb by Heyraud and Metois, and try
to solve the problem analytically. However, this ap-
proach fails because the logarithmic term in y»„(S,T}
makes the set of differential equations (7) strongly non-
linear. Therefore, we have determined the facet orienta-
tions numerically.

The cause of the temperature dependence of the facet
orientations is illustrated by the difFerence between the P

I

plot for T = T (Fig. 2) and that for T =590 K (Fig. 10),
which is obtained by using Eq. (6). The free-energy
curve for dry surfaces, y,„(8)/cos(8)yI„'"',is indepen-
dent of temperature and is therefore the same in both
figures. As the temperature is lowered from 600.7 (Fig. 2)
to 590 K (Fig. 10}, the effective free-energy curve for
melted surfaces, y„„(e,T)/cos(8)yI„"",shifts upwards
due to the undercooling energy and becomes steeper. As
a consequence, the orientations of the dry and melted
facets for both positive and negative miscut angles shift
away from the (111) orientation, while the dry and the
melted facet orientations approach each other. The re-
sults of the calculation are shown in Fig. 11. The orienta-
tions of the dry and melted facets are indicated by the
dashed and solid curves, respectively. For miscut angles
toward the (110) surface (positive angles), the two facet
orientations 0 + and 0 + inerge at the (110}orientation

d m

at 506+5 K. At that temperature Pb (110)starts to melt,
i.e., the calculated free energy for melted Pb(110) is equal
to the calculated energy for dry Pb(110), whereas for all
other surface orientations the melted energy is higher
than the dry energy. Below 506 K, the melted surface
free energy is higher than that for a dry surface for all
surface orientations. Pb(110) is the surface orientation
which starts to melt at the lowest temperature. Above
this temperature, surface-melting-induced faceting
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FIG. 10. P plot of the calculated efFective surface free ener-

gies at 590 K. The normalized effective free energy for melted

surfaces, y,&„(8,T)/cos(8)y,'„""(dashed curve), shifts upwards
with respect to the free energy for dry surfaces,

y,„(8)/cos(8)y,'„""(dash-dotted curve), with decreasing tem-

perature. As a result, the facet orientations which are obtained
from the double-tangent construction (solid-line segments) move

away from the (111)orientation, and the ranges of orientations
where surface-melting-induced faceting occurs shrink with de-

creasing temperature. Note that there is a range of orientations
for which y,~„(8,T) is not defined, because the free energy for
melted surfaces [Eq. (6)] is only meaningful when the solution of
Eq. (5) is positive.

occurs. Toward the (001) orientation, the facet orienta-
tion angles merge at approximately the (113) orientation
at 512+5 K. The two points in Fig. 11 where the facet
angles disappear, indicated by large dots, can be con-
sidered as critical points. Above these critical tempera-
tures, regions of orientational phase coexistence appear.

The high-temperature part of the calculation results
has also been plotted in Fig. 9, in order to confront the
model with the experimentally obtained orientation an-

gles. The shaded area around the model curves indicates
the uncertainty in our calculated results. The double-
tangent construction is very sensitive to small errors in
the input data. In Ref. 31 the accuracy in the relative
surface free energies y(8)/y'"" was claimed to be
+0.0016. We estimate that this leads to an accuracy in
the values we obtain from the double-tangent construc-
tion of +2'. The order of magnitude for the facet orienta-
tions predicted by the model agrees rather well with the
experimental results. Like the experiment, the model in-

dicates that the facet orientations change no more than a
few degrees over the experimentally addressed tempera-
ture range. Although the difference between 8„and
8„+is predicted correctly by the calculation, the asym-

metry, i.e., the difference between the absolute values of
8d and 8d+, comes out the wrong way around.

VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE

10—

0 dig

—10—

—20—

—30—
500 520 540 560

T(K)
580 600

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the facet orientation
angles obtained from the model calculations discussed in Sec.
VI. The solid and dashed curves show the melted and dry facet
orientations, respectively. Surface-melting-induced faceting
occurs for orientations in the shaded areas, between dry and
melted orientations. Between 500 and 520 K, the melted and
dry facet orientations merge, both for positive and negative
orientation angles, at the (110)orientation and near to the (113)
orientation, respectively, as indicated by the large dots. Below
this temperature, there is no surface melting and, hence, no
surface-melting-induced faceting.

In this section we discuss the observed equilibrium
shape of Pb crystallites at high temperatures' ' in terms
of surface-melting-induced faceting. Heyraud and
Metois' have reported a slope discontinuity, i.e., a sharp
edge, of approximately 16' near the plane (111) facet on
the shape of small lead particles close to the bulk melting
temperature. A slope discontinuity implies the absence
of a range of surface orientations from the equilibrium
shape. The absent range should be precisely the range of
orientations that is identified as unstable by the double-
tangent construction. In Refs. 16 and 17 it was proposed
that the slope discontinuity is caused by the coexistence
of melted and dry orientations. The limiting orientations
on both sides of the edge should then correspond to the
facet orientations 8d and 8, which we have measured
for macroscopic surfaces. The angle of 16' which has
been measured in Ref. 17 is probably not the slope
discontinuity itself, i.e., the difference between 8d and8, but rather the limiting orientation at the melted side
of the slope discontinuity, 8, indicated in Fig. 12. Only
when 8d was zero would 8 be equal to the slope
discontinuity. In Ref. 17, the azimuth for which 8 has
been measured is not specified. However, we can still
compare the result of Heyraud and Metois to our result,
since our measurements indicate that 0 does not de-

pend strongly on the miscut direction. For temperatures
around 600 K we obtain absolute values of 0 close to
14.5 in both miscut directions, which is in agreement
with the equilibrium-shape observation of —16 . '

Heyraud and Metois do not discuss whether the orienta-
tion angle at the other side of the slope discontinuity,
which should correspond to our Oz, is 0 or has a
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FIG. 12. Sketch of the local equilibrium shape of Pb near the
bulk melting temperature, expected from our results. The pla-
nar dry (111) facet is smoothly connected to a region of stable

dry vicinal orientations. This region is connected by a sharp
edge to the region of surface-melted orientations (shaded). This
slope discontinuity arises from the instability of the intermedi-
ate vicinal orientations. The limiting orientations on both sides
of the edge are Sd and 8 . The angles 8; and 8, are explained
in Sec. VII.

nonzero value. Probably such subtle orientation
differences are diScult to measure from the electron-
microscopy images. According to the model described in
Sec. VI, the lowest temperature for surface-melting-
induced faceting is approximately 510 K. This implies
that the equilibrium shape of Pb should exhibit a sharp
edge for all temperatures between 510 and 600.7 K.
However, in Ref. 17 the sharp edge was reported only for
temperatures above 580 K.

Equilibrium-shape measurements for Pb at high tem-
peratures have also been performed by Pavlovska, Fauli-
an, and Bauer. ' The electron-microscopy images in Ref.
18 have revealed a bright ring around the (111) plane
above 580 K. The interpretation given in Ref. 18 was
that there is a ring of rough surface orientations, in be-
tween the fiat (111) facet and the surrounding surface-
melted orientations. The observations of Ref. 18 can be
explained qualitatively by surface-melting-induced facet-
ing. At high temperatures, there is always a range of vi-
cinal surfaces, with orientations between (111) and 0„,
which remains dry. Because of the large step-step dis-

tances, these vicinal surfaces are already rough far below
T . They could form the observed bright ring around
the ffat (111) plane The in. ner perimeter of this ring
would then be the border between rough but dry vicinals
and the dry (111)orientation itself, while the outer perim-
eter would be the boundary between dry vicinals and
melted orientations. According to this interpretation, the
outer perimeter of the ring should be the location of the
slope discontinuity observed by Heyraud and Metois. '

Pavlovska, Faulian, and Bauer do not mention a slope
discontinuity. ' In Ref. 18 the outer and inner radii of
the ring have been monitored as a function of tempera-
ture between 560 and 600 K. These radii have been
quantified in terms of half-angles 8, and 0, . We propose
that these half-angles relate to the equilibrium shape as
indicated in Fig. 12. Because the free energy of the
surface-melted regions is nearly isotropic, the melted part

of the equilibrium shape is almost spherical and the out-
side half-angle 8, should be almost equal to the orienta-
tion of 8 . The data of Ref. 18 extrapolate to a value of
8,= 13.5' at T, which agrees with our result of
8 +=14.7'+1.4' and 8 = —14.5+1.2' close to them+ m

bulk melting point. Pavlovska, Faulian, and Bauer found
an increase of 8, with decreasing temperature, which is
qualitatively in agreement with both our observations
and our calculations. The inside half-angle 8,- is not
affected by the surface-melting-induced faceting, but
reflects the ratio of the specific free energy of the steps
created by the miscut and the specific free energy y' ""of
the (111) facet. A high step free energy leads to large
values for 0",-.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Lowen has applied the Wulff construction to the situa-
tion in which some surface orientations melt. He has
calculated the temperature-dependent equilibrium shape
of Pb particles close to the triple point. The angles he
has obtained for the surface orientations on both sides of
the sharp edge on the equilibrium shape are a few degrees
different from the results of our model and shows a weak-
er temperature dependence. In principle, Lowen's calcu-
lation should yield the same orientations as the procedure
described in Sec. VI because it makes use of the same ex-
pression for the temperature dependence of the effective
surface free energy y,~„[Eq.6)], and because the double-
tangent construction that we use to obtain 8d and 8 is
implied by the Wulff construction used by Lowen.
However, there are three differences between Lowen's
calculation and ours. First, he has explicitly taken into
account the (entropic) temperature dependence of the in-
terfacial free energies, y,„(Ref.32) and y,„.The varia-
tion of these energies with temperature is approximately
—1X10 Jrn K '. However, the resulting change in
the difference between the free energy for dry surfaces

y,„(e,T) and the eff'ective free energy for melted surfaces

y,&„(8,T) is only of the order of 1 X 10 J m K
Hence the temperature dependence of 8d and 8 is not
altered significantly by the temperature dependence of
the interfacial free energies. Second, in Ref. 33 No has
been set to 0.732 X 10' cm . Naturally, this has result-
ed in a somewhat weaker temperature dependence than
that for our choice of NO=0. 9X10' cm . The small

differences between the results of Lowen and our calcula-
tion arise mainly from the third difference between his
calculation and ours. In Ref. 33, the orientation depen-
dence of y,„wasobtained from interpolation and extra-
polation of equilibrium-shape data measured by Heyraud
and Metois at temperatures up to 573 K. ' The assump-
tion that the equilibrium shape at high temperature still

reflects the orientation dependence of the solid uapor in-

terface is questionable. Above 510 K several surface
orientations are already melted. The orientation depen-
dence of the surface free energy measured above 510 K in
Ref. 31 is therefore a mixture of y,„(forthe nonmelted
orientations) and y„„(forthe melted-surface orienta-
tions). We have preferred to use the surface free energies
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measured by Heyraud and Metois at 473 K, where there
is no surface melting.

Prom the MEIS measurements, we find (8~+ ) & ~8„
This is opposite to the predictions from our model, which
uses the orientation dependence of the surface free ener-
gies at 473 K from Ref. 31. In Figs. 2 and 10, one can see
that Od is small when y, „

is a steep function of surface
orientation. In the data for 473 K of Ref. 31, the slope of
the free-energy curve for miscuts toward the (001) orien-
tation is steeper than the slope toward the (110) orienta-
tion. However, for 573 K the data in Ref. 31 show the
opposite behavior: at 573 K the slope of the free-energy
plot is steeper toward the (110) direction than toward the
(001) direction. The latter is consistent with our observa-
tion that the dry facet orientation for positive miscut an-
gles lies closer to the (111)orientation than that for nega-
tive miscut angles. As the slope of the surface free-
energy curve is proportional to the step free energy, '
our observations, and those of Heyraud and Metois, indi-
cate that the entropy of steps toward (110) is lower than
that of steps toward (001). In the literature on the equi-
librium shape of small Pb particles, ' ' ' ' an azimuthal
asymmetry of the shape of the (111}facet has not been
mentioned. In view of the symmetry of the (111}plane,
the difference we find between ~8 + ~

and ~8
~

should be

accompanied by a triangular symmetry of the inner per-
imeter of the rings observed by Pavlovska, Faulian, and
Bauer. ' The outer perimeter should be close to a true
circle, since ~8 + ( and ~8 ~

are almost equal.
Bilalbegovic, Ercolessi, and Tosatti have performed

molecular-dynamics simulations of vicinals of Pb(111),
with an orientation in the [112]zone. ' The simulation
cells were approximately l00 A long in the direction per-
pendicular to the steps, and four atoms wide parallel to
the steps. A glue potential was used to describe the
atomic interactions. The azimuthal direction of the mis-
cut of the simulated vicinals was 90' rotated with respect
to that of the vicinals in the [110]zone discussed by us.
Although these azimuthal directions are inequivalent, we
may compare the qualitative features of the simulation
results with our experimental findings. At T=0.97T,
the simulated unit cells facet with 8 values of 18' and
27', for Pb(534) and Pb(423), respectively. Apparently,
the lever rule does not work properly for these small
facets. In Ref. 13 this was attributed to the limited size
of the simulation cells. Bilalbegovic, Ercolessi, and To-
satti assumed that the stable dry facets have the (111)
orientation, ' i.e., 8d =0', although they reported the oc-
currence of isolated steps on the dry facets in some simu-
lations. This qualitative difference with our result of
nonzero Od values is probably also due to the small size
of the simulation cells. The average step-step distance on
a 3' vicinal would be 55 A, so that a substantially larger
unit cell would be required to discriminate this vicinal
orientation from the (111) plane itself. Another source
for the differences between the simulations and our exper-
imental findings could be the energy associated with the
line of contact between two neighboring facets, which
necessarily becomes important when microscopic facets
are considered.

We observe that macroscopic vicinal surfaces decom-
pose into coexisting dry and melted facets at high tem-
perature. The MEIS spectra are insensitive to the size of
the facets. However, we can give upper and lower esti-
mates. The fact that the analysis based on linear super-
positions works properly, implies (i) that there are
enough facets within our beam spot to measure both
types of facets with the correct average weights, and (ii)

that the finite size of the facets has no effect on the melt-
ed film thicknesses. The error bars in Fig. 6 indicate that,
for sunciently long counting times, we can obtain an ac-
curacy in the fitted fractions which is much better than
10/o. This means that our beam spot integrates over at
least 10 facet pairs. With a beam diameter of approxi-
mately 1 mm, we arrive at an upper limit for the facet
sizes of 10 pm. As the melted-film thicknesses at the
highest experimental temperature are on the order of 1

nm, we estimate that finite-size effects come into play at
sizes of about 10 nm. Hence we estimate that the facets
have a size between 10 nm and 10 pm. This is precisely
the length scale which is investigated in the equilibrium
shape measurements of Refs. 17 and 18.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have experimentally demonstrated that there are
ranges of vicinal orientations around Pb(111) which ex-
hibit surface-melting-induced faceting: these vicinal sur-
faces decompose into coexisting dry and melted facets.
The faceting is not restricted to temperatures close to the
bulk melting point, but occurs over a temperature range,
which extends at least from 589.6 K to T . Within the
[110]zone, the faceting occurs both for vicinal surfaces
with a miscut angle toward (110) and for surfaces with a
miscut angle toward (001). Close to the melting point,
the orientation of the melted facets is approximately
14.5' away from the (111) orientation for both miscut
directions. At this temperature, the orientation of the
dry facets makes an angle of 3.1'+0.6' with respect to
(111)for vicinals oriented toward (110),and 7.3'+0. 8' for
vicinal orientations toward (001). Above 593.8 K, the
dry facet orientations hardly change with temperature.

We have theoretically described the phenomenon of
surface-melting-induced faceting and its temperature
dependence in terms of the orientation and temperature
dependence of the free energies for dry and melted Pb
surfaces. The temperature dependence of the facet orien-
tations has been computed within a model which is based
on a Landau expression for the effective free energy of
melted surfaces. The model correctly describes the order
of magnitude of the facet orientations and that of their
variation with temperature. It does not correctly predict
the observed azimuthal anisotropy in the dry facet orien-
tation, probably as a consequence of the neglect of the
temperature dependence of y,„(8)/y,'„"".

Finally, we have shown that the surface-melting-
induced faceting is reflected in the equilibrium shape of
Pb microcrystallites. ' '

Faceting induced by surface melting should be regard-
ed as a general phenomenon directly resulting from the
coexistence of melting and nonmelting surface orienta-
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tions. The orientational phase separation observed on Pb
is expected to occur for a variety of materials, such as
most metals and many molecular crystals.
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